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B2B marketing is unquestionably digital-first, and video has quickly become the medium of choice 
to connect with and engage target audiences — it’s no longer “nice to have;” it’s a must-have NOW. 

Video holds unique power for marketers: It can connect with any audience and it’s perfectly poised 
to deliver messages in a way that’s difficult to replicate in any other medium. Research shows that 
viewers retain 95% of a message when they watch it on video, compared to 10% when reading it in 
a text. The increase in click-through rate with video is as high as 96%, and videos are shared 1200% 
more times than links and text combined.

But maximizing the vast potential of video requires a platform built for business, with enterprise-
level capabilities that include powerful data analytics and integrations that enable marketers 
to fully harness the resulting insights. For example, the work from home (WFH) initiatives that 
launched in 2020 radically changed where, when and how often people consume video content. 
Without near real-time insight into those dynamic viewing behaviors, many businesses are missing 
key opportunities to connect with buyers. These behaviors are projected to remain consistent as 
audiences have clearly adapted and developed clear preferences for video content.

By bringing together the right blend of metrics and functionality in a centralized solution, 
enterprises can finally leverage their video marketing data to increase campaign efficiency and 
enable the kind of extremely targeted follow-ups that ultimately increase conversions.

This white paper will show how video provides B2B brands with unparalleled insights into 
interactions with key buyers and accounts. Specific topics of discussion include:

 X How the combination of video engagement, first-class analytics, and integration with marketing 
automation platforms improves conversions and creates a healthier sales pipeline; 

 X Best practices and examples of how advanced marketers increase the ROI of their content 
marketing strategies; and 

 X How best-in-class marketing teams are using the data from video views to gather personalized 
insights about key prospects, enabling sales teams to conduct more targeted follow-up and 
ultimately increase revenue generation.

VIEWERS RETAIN 95% OF A 
MESSAGE WHEN THEY WATCH IT 
IN A VIDEO COMPARED TO 10% 
WHEN THEY READ IT IN TEXT.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/yec/2017/07/13/how-to-incorporate-video-into-your-social-media-strategy/?sh=2efc72e97f2e
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/03/08/video-marketing-statistics
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1.
USING VIDEO TO 
CONNECT WITH 
EVERY AUDIENCE

WORLDWIDE, 
BRIGHTCOVE 
BUSINESS 
CUSTOMERS 
WATCHED 314 
MILLION MORE 
HOURS OF 
VIDEO IN 2020 
THAN THEY 
DID IN 2019.

https://files.brightcove.com/GlobalVideoIndex/GVI_2020_Q4.pdf
https://files.brightcove.com/GlobalVideoIndex/GVI_2020_Q4.pdf
https://files.brightcove.com/GlobalVideoIndex/GVI_2020_Q4.pdf
https://files.brightcove.com/GlobalVideoIndex/GVI_2020_Q4.pdf


Few things evoke emotion with the same power and feeling as video. Whether imagery is happy 
or melancholy, infuriating or empowering, the audience follows along. Text as a medium is hard-
pressed to keep up. It’s true that words on a page have their own innate power, but they’re less likely 
to become entangled in a customers’ emotions and memories and pluck nerves such as enthusiasm, 
relief, and anticipation.

Video makes people feel something.

It’s a format that also enables brands to convey a tremendous amount of information in very little time.

The ultra-fast processing time puts video a step ahead of text when it comes to making connections 
with prospects. It also satisfies B2B buyers’ desire to ingest new information as quickly as possible 
so they can move swiftly from questions to understanding, from needing data to acting on what 
they’ve learned.

Video assets have more power to influence and inform customers than any other medium. With 
both sound and visual elements in play — images, voiceover, and text on the screen — they present 
complex narratives to audiences in a way that’s highly engaging and quick for them to take in.
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MARKETERS WHO USE VIDEO 
GROW REVENUE 49% FASTER 
THAN NON-VIDEO MARKETERS.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/03/08/video-marketing-statistics


2.
BROADENING 
VIDEO REACH 

65% OF CMOS SAY IT’S DIFFICULT 
TO SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS DATA 
INTO MEANINGFUL INSIGHTS AND 
ONLY 10% REPORT BEING ABLE TO 
DO EVERYTHING THEY WANT WITH 
THEIR MARKETING TECHNOLOGY.

https://www.brandmaker.com/resources/marketing-operations-pulse-report/


One long-standing challenge for marketers is 
figuring out how to get their message out to 
the right audience. Fortunately, video provides 
B2B brands with unparalleled insights into 
interactions with key buyers and accounts. 
With the right video platform that integrates 
into existing tech stacks, organizations can 
put their videos anywhere to reach audiences 
wherever — and whenever — they are, without 
adding more work to their plates. Video also 
provides powerful analytics to fully harness 
near real-time insights that can help produce 
more engaging content and respond to shifting 
customer behaviors.

But leveraging perhaps a dozen or more pieces 
of software to orchestrate all that data can be 
complex, and the range of actions necessary 
to drive results — applying analytics, managing 
content, maintaining publication schedules, 
and developing new content and media — is 
similarly daunting.

Brightcove research found that 97% of 
respondents use multiple tools because they 
believe one can’t do it all, while 57% of multi-
tool users said no single tool meets all their 
needs. With issues such as difficulty learning 
multiple tools and a lack of consolidated 
data, organizations are seeking a platform 
designed for enterprise gives you access to the 
integrations that matter most, such as:

 X Marketo;

 X Salesforce;

 X CMS platforms;

 X Social media management tools;

 X CRM software;

 X Learning management systems;

 X E-commerce solutions; and

 X Website analytics.
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3.
HARNESSING 
THE INSIGHTS 
GENERATED 
FROM VIDEO 
INTEGRATIONS 



C-level executives don’t want to hear how 
many views a video received; they want in-
depth insights about how much pipeline was 
generated from a campaign. Marketing teams 
are tasked with pulling actionable insights from 
the data collected, and oversaturated tech 
stacks are a potential roadblock to maximizing 
video ROI. 

Organizations need a platform that brings video 
to the tech they already use and centralizes 
the data for more effective analysis, which 
heightens the focus on the metrics needed to 
make the most of their video content and drive 
more value from every asset, including:

 X Social media feeds through a social media 
management platform;

 X Media campaigns via marketing 
automation systems; or

 X Webinars powered by your 
communications or E-learning solutions.

Rather than pushing customers through a 
single channel, organizations can optimize how 
and where they reach their target audience.

 

In addition, a system built for integration enables 
marketers to continue using the interfaces 
they’re already accustomed to and capitalize 
on the multiple data streams coming out of 
those platforms. An analysis of who’s watching 
the videos is useful but bringing in additional 
data points — who’s visiting the website without 
watching the video? — significantly boosts the 
level of available insights.

Data derived from video allows for greater 
granularity into engagement levels, too. Other 
content sources generate only binary data, 
such as whether an email recipient opened 
a message or clicked on the link embedded 
within it. Of the three paragraphs in the email, 
marketers don’t know which (if any) they read.

Video, on the other hand, has the capacity to 
capture and translate far richer insights. Did 
a prospect watch only 15 seconds, or did they 
watch the entire video? Did they return the next 
day to watch it again? 

The details on each interaction enhance the 
understanding of the customer, helping to 
uncover the optimal next actions and trigger 
outreach through other components in martech 
stacks. Marketers will know if the best strategy 
is to use automated messaging that includes 
additional content or if it’s time to initiate a 
follow-up conversation with the sales team.
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THE CHALLENGE:

Cloud-based accounting software provider Xero saw prospects leaking out of the process from free 
trial to paid customers, primarily because its product features are complex and difficult to explain.

THE SOLUTION:

With the need to simplify analytics and glean deeper, more reliable insights into customer habits, 
Xero turned to Brightcove to help integrate its video marketing suite with Marketo and Salesforce. 
This resulted in centralizing 2,000 video assets and creating targeted videos to guide customers 
through the buying and onboarding journey, which helped Xero increased its scalability.

THE RESULTS:

Through the power of analytics, Xero saw:

 X 150% increase in video viewing time;

 X Targeted and tailored insights based on analytics;

 X Comprehensive prospect profiles for sales, based on viewing behaviors; and

 X A highly focused and effective customer retention process.
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CASE IN POINT: 
XERO’S JOURNEY TO 
150% VIDEO VIEWING 
TIME INCREASE



4.
CENTRALIZING 
VIDEO ANALYTICS 
FOR OPTIMAL 
RESULTS



Turning insights into action is the final piece in maximizing the value of video. Centralizing video 
analytics plays an important role in increasing campaign efficiency and enabling extremely targeted 
follow ups. When the insights from video marketing efforts are fully leveraged across marketing 
strategies, it ultimately increases conversions and drives revenue.

So, what are the benefits to centralizing video analytics?

Both marketing and sales can gain better insight by blending metrics such as page views, email 
response, and video views in a central location. Segmentation across other campaign components, 
for example, is improved through an analysis of data on which videos customers viewed and how 
long they engaged. For example:
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MARKETERS SALES
By splitting customers into three groups — 
those that watched 90% or more of a seven-
minute video, those that watched about half of 
the video, and those that clicked away in less 
than a minute — advanced marketers are able 
to have three different (and very targeted) 
conversations with each of those groups using 
data generated from a single asset.

Knowing detailed insights about a 
prospect’s viewing habits—such 
how as long they viewed it and 
the number of times—provides a 
starting point for sales to engage 
buyers in conversations. Video gives 
sellers a reason to engage, which is 
what they’re always looking for.



5.
ANALYZING 
VIDEO ANALYTICS 
& LEVERAGING 
THE INSIGHTS

85% OF B2B 
BUYERS 
EXPECT SALES 
REPS TO 
UNDERSTAND 
THEIR 
BUSINESS.

https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/research/salesforce-state-of-the-connected-customer-4th-ed.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/research/salesforce-state-of-the-connected-customer-4th-ed.pdf


Achieving this level of precision is outside the scope of most text-based assets. If someone 
downloaded a product sheet or a white paper, organizations don’t know if the prospect skimmed 
it and deleted it, read it in full or focused only on a particular section. With nothing more to inform 
actions than the customer’s decision to download the content, the next steps are unlikely to be 
optimized to drive results. Any segmentation or follow-ups will reflect this lack of insight and 
heighten risk losing a lead in the process.

Video better informs strategies and provides deeper insights into customers’ level of engagement, 
as well as intent. Analyzing video intent helps identify: 

 X The problem a customer is trying to solve;

 X Whether or not they’re still in the research phase; and

 X The most likely information that would help them make a purchase decision.

Granular insights into the content the prospect consumed helps develop a better idea of their 
interests and knowledge level of an organization’s product or service. A lead that not only watched 
most of a video but who returned a few days later to watch it again and with their colleagues likely 
has a high interest in pursuing further discussion. These granular metrics can be a competitive 
differentiator when used to promote more targeted marketing that fuels successful account-based 
marketing (ABM) strategies.
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THE CHALLENGE:

Hennge, an IT service management company, was faced with high lead churn and limited resources, 
which limited its scalability. Though it combined inbound marketing with outbound sales strategies, 
the limited resources meant only the most promising leads received sales follow-up — resulting in 
a 90% churn rate. Additionally, the team lacked the bandwidth required to create an entirely new 
nurture track.

THE SOLUTION:

The company turned to Brightcove’s intelligent video management platform to repurpose its existing 
live seminar content as video on demand and integrate it with Marketo and Salesforce to receive 
deeper analytics into the individuals who watched the videos and how much, providing relevant data 
insights into viewing habits.

THE RESULTS:

With Brightcove’s platform and assistance, Hennge:

 X Saw outbound call success rates increase by 200%;

 X Created new content formats with minimal efforts;

 X Deployed automated lead qualification systems to better understand prospects’ interactions 
with video content; and

 X Reduced budgets without increasing workload.
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CASE IN POINT: 
HOW HENNGE INCREASED 
OUTBOUND CALL 
SUCCESS RATES BY 200%



6.
PROPERLY 
HARNESSING 
VIDEO



Advanced marketers are already using data from video views to gather personalized insights about 
key prospects, enabling sales teams to conduct more targeted follow-ups and generate more 
revenue. Marketing teams must:

KNOW THEIR GOALS

It’s important to identify the goals for each video first. Whether it’s to position content as thought 
leadership, educate customers or sell a product or service, it’s crucial that organizations know 
what to achieve. Once analytics are in place, they inform which videos are performing the best so 
organizations can identify what’s working and what’s not. This drives efficiency and helps take the 
guesswork out of marketing.

Next, consider how video will help reach that goal. A well-crafted video may illustrate the 
complexity of a challenge customers are facing, or it might demonstrate how an organization’s 
services will move the customer success team toward greater efficiency. Marketers can help trigger 
the desired action by delivering the right message to customers at the right time.

DRIVE ADDITIONAL VALUE FROM EXISTING CONTENT

Webinars, virtual events, focus groups — these assets are often overlooked in the wider content 
strategy. Video enables repurposing previously one-and-done events and brings them to the 
forefront, where companies can leverage them to enhance audience engagement and drive 
additional value from content investments.

Consider a few ways content libraries can be revitalized to meet new purposes:

 X Is there a long video that doesn’t receive much attention? Break it into different chapters for 
quick viewing or trim out a few teaser pieces to put on social media to entice people to return 
for the full video.

 X Did a Q&A in a timely webinar produce useful evergreen information? Separate it from the rest 
of the content and offer it up as a standalone video.

 X Are live demonstration videos languishing? Add instructional text and some screenshots to 
create helpful video-on-demand training. 
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THE CHALLENGE:

Showtime, the premium television network, is synonymous with video streaming — which is where 
it was struggling. It’s a content company more than a technology company, and it was struggling 
to turn online video into a new revenue stream as it tried to establish its website as a leading video 
content destination that provided the same premium, reliable experience its audience expected.

THE SOLUTION:

Showtime turned to Brightcove’s powerful video platform to help scale and manage the large 
catalog of video content it delivers to viewers through the Sho.com website. Brightcove simplified 
the process needed to provide individual video players to syndication partners, such as cable 
affiliates and customer portals without having to build custom applications for each partner.

THE RESULTS:

Sho.com viewers now enjoy a near-HD quality experience online and can easily share their favorite 
content. Additionally, Showtime:

 X Freed up three full-time positions;

 X Page views for video content more than doubled in the first two months; and 

 X Can now more easily leverage and monetize its entire archive while continuing to enhance 
its offerings.
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CASE IN POINT: 
HOW SHOWTIME MORE THAN 
DOUBLED VIDEO CONTENT 
PAGE VIEWS IN 2 MONTHS



7.
USING ENTERPRISE-
LEVEL TOOLS TO 
GENERATE MORE 
MEANINGFUL 
INSIGHTS



There are many video marketing platforms 
out there built with consumers in mind, but 
they can’t deliver the near-real time analytics 
or integrations necessary to power ABM 
strategies or solve complex B2B engagement 
challenges. The value of highly detailed and 
reliable analytics will continue as the demand 
for virtual events and other digital content 
persists, and as marketing becomes more 
accountable for contributing leads, pipeline 
and revenue. 

A solution designed from the ground up with 
the features to support enterprise-level needs 
and cross-platform functionality maximizes 
marketing ROI, takes advantage of the power 
lurking within martech stacks, opens up crucial 
relationship-building opportunities with key 
accounts and drives revenue.

LEARN MORE ABOUT BRIGHTCOVE AND GET A 
FREE TRIAL OF THEIR AWARD-WINNING VIDEO 
COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM AT BRIGHTCOVE.COM.
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https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/UJ1ZCPN9orF40Zg2HvKPEe?domain=brightcove.com


When video is done right, it can have a powerful and lasting effect. Hearts open. 
Minds change. Creativity thrives. Since 2004, Brightcove has been helping customers 
discover and experience the incredible power of video through its award-winning 
technology, empowering organizations in more than 70 countries across the globe to 
touch audiences in bold and innovative ways. Brightcove achieves this by developing 
technologies once thought impossible, providing customer support without parallel or 
excuses, and leveraging the expertise and resources of a global infrastructure. Video is 
the worldʼs most compelling, exciting medium. Brightcove is video that means business.

888.882.1880     |     BRIGHTCOVE.COM

888.603.3626     |     INFO@DEMANDGENREPORT.COM

Demand Gen Report is a targeted online publication that uncovers the strategies and 
solutions that help companies better align their sales and marketing organizations, 
and ultimately, drive growth. A key component of the publication’s editorial coverage 
focuses on the sales and marketing automation tools that enable companies to better 
measure and manage their multi-channel demand generation efforts.

https://www.brightcove.com/en/
https://www.demandgenreport.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Brightcove/
https://www.facebook.com/DemandGenReport
https://twitter.com/Brightcove
https://twitter.com/dg_report
https://www.linkedin.com/company/demand-gen-report/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/brightcove/

